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I. Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. What is your name, and what is your business address? 3 

A. My name is Sharon M. Kelly.  My business address is Three Lincoln Centre, Oakbrook 4 

Terrace, Illinois  60181-4260. 5 

Q. By what entity and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as an analyst in the 7 

Retail Rates Department. 8 

B. Summary of Testimony 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is to explain the language of Rate DSPP – Delivery 11 

Service Pricing and Performance (“Rate DSPP”) and confirm that Rate DSPP 12 

incorporates the revenue requirement formula supported by ComEd witness Ms. Kathryn 13 

Houtsma.  I also present and support the populated rate design formula from Rate DSPP 14 

that calculates the specific proposed base rate delivery service charges pursuant to 15 

Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”).  In addition, I present and support 16 

the calculation of base rate delivery service charges that would result in the event that the 17 

provisions of House Bill 3036 (“HB 3036”), which make certain changes to Section 18 

16-108.5 of the Act, are enacted into law. 19 

Q. What exhibits are attached to your direct testimony? 20 

A. ComEd Ex. 9.1 presents the proposed Rate DSPP. ComEd Ex. 9.2 presents the populated 21 

rate design formula that calculates the specific base rate delivery service charges under 22 
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Section 16-108.5 of the Act. In the event HB 3036 becomes law, ComEd Ex. 9.2 TB 23 

presents the populated rate design formula that calculates the specific base rate delivery 24 

service charges under Section 16-108.5 of the Act as modified by HB 3036. 25 

C. Background and Qualifications 26 

Q. What are your duties at ComEd? 27 

A. My duties include developing, implementing, and administering ComEd’s retail tariffs. 28 

Q. What is your business experience? 29 

A. I have been employed by ComEd since 1978.  I have been in the Retail Rates Department 30 

performing my previously mentioned duties since 1994.   31 

Q. What is your educational background? 32 

A. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in General Engineering from the University of 33 

Illinois at Urbana and a Master of Management degree from Northwestern University. 34 

II. Rate DSPP 35 

A. Overview 36 

Q. What is the purpose of ComEd’s proposed Rate DSPP? 37 

A. As noted in the Purpose section of the tariff, the purpose of Rate DSPP is to effectuate 38 

certain provisions in Section 16-108.5 of the Act.  Specifically, it allows ComEd to 39 

recover the costs it incurs to provide delivery service through the application of a 40 

transparent formula rate mechanism.  It also allows for annual updates in base rate 41 

delivery service charges to reflect changes in ComEd’s costs to provide delivery service, 42 

as approved by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”). 43 
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Q. What is the general structure of Rate DSPP? 44 

A. Rate DSPP employs the same general structure that is employed in ComEd’s other retail 45 

tariffs in that it is separated into sections, which in some instances are further segmented 46 

into subsections.  Conceptually, Rate DSPP is separated into three topic areas.  The first 47 

topic area pertains to the determination of ComEd’s annual revenue requirement.  The 48 

second topic area pertains to the determination of ComEd’s base rate delivery service 49 

charges that provide for the recovery of that revenue requirement.  The third topic area 50 

pertains to the procedural and administrative provisions needed for the implementation 51 

and operation of the tariff. 52 

B. Determination of the Annual Revenue Requirement 53 

Q. Where in the proposed Rate DSPP is the determination of the annual revenue 54 

requirement addressed? 55 

A. The determination of the net revenue requirement is addressed in the Determination of 56 

the Annual Revenue Requirement section of Rate DSPP, which is presented on Original 57 

Sheets No. 419 through Original Sheet No. 531. 58 

Q. In general, what do the provisions in that section do? 59 

A. ComEd’s overall annualized costs to provide delivery service are determined in 60 

accordance with the provisions of the Determination of the Annual Revenue Requirement 61 

section.  Through the application of the spreadsheets provided in that section, which 62 

together constitute the revenue requirement formula, such costs are determined with 63 

sufficient specificity to operate in a standardized manner and are updated on an annual 64 

basis.  The spreadsheets presented on Sheet No. 427 through Sheet No. 529 in the 65 
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Determination of the Annual Revenue Requirement section are true and accurate 66 

replications of the spreadsheets, with minor formatting differences, that develop the 67 

annual revenue requirement which are sponsored by Ms. Houtsma and presented in 68 

ComEd Ex. 2.1.  69 

Q. Why is there a listing of work papers in the Determination of the Annual Revenue 70 

Requirement section? 71 

A. There is a listing of work papers in the Determination of the Annual Revenue 72 

Requirement section in order to identify all the computations ComEd must perform and 73 

the documentation it must prepare to support the determination of the annual revenue 74 

requirement in accordance with the provisions of Rate DSPP.  Each work paper listed in 75 

this section of the tariff must be submitted by ComEd to the Commission each time it 76 

submits an update of the annual revenue requirement.  These work papers are presented 77 

and supported, as applicable, by Ms. Houtsma and ComEd witness Mr. Martin G. Fruehe.  78 

C. Determination of the Base Rate Delivery Service Charges 79 

Q. Where in the proposed Rate DSPP is the determination of the base rate delivery 80 

service charges addressed? 81 

A. The determination of the base rate delivery service charges is addressed in the 82 

Determination of Billing Determinants section and the Determination of Delivery Service 83 

Charges section of Rate DSPP, which are presented on Original Sheets No. 532 through 84 

Original Sheet No. 536 and Original Sheets No. 537 through Original Sheet No. 570, 85 

respectively. 86 
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Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Determination of Billing Determinants 87 

section? 88 

A. The provisions in the Determination of Billing Determinants section describe the general 89 

methodology used to develop the annual weather normalized billing determinants that are 90 

used to determine the base rate delivery service charges.  Specifically, weather 91 

normalized billing determinants are obtained by applying adjustments to actual billing 92 

determinants in order to eliminate, or reduce to the extent practical, the impact of 93 

abnormal weather conditions, thereby developing billing determinants that are expected 94 

to exist under normal weather conditions.  The Commission has accepted this 95 

methodology for use in determining weather normalized billing determinants, most 96 

recently in ComEd’s 2010 rate case, Docket No. 10-0467, in which it entered an Order on 97 

May 24, 2011 (“2010 Rate Case Order”). 98 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Determination of Delivery Service 99 

Charges section? 100 

A. The Determination of Delivery Service Charges section presents the spreadsheets used to 101 

determine the base rate delivery service charges applicable to retail customers, which 102 

together constitute the delivery service rates formula.  103 

Q. What are the primary inputs to the spreadsheets presented in the Determination of 104 

Delivery Service Charges section? 105 

A. Billing determinant and embedded cost data are the primary inputs to the spreadsheets 106 

used to determine the base rate delivery service charges applicable to retail customers.  107 

With respect to billing determinants, the following inputs are used: 108 
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(a) the number of bills issued for the year for each residential and nonresidential 109 

delivery class; 110 

(b) the number of kWh delivered for the year, weather normalized as applicable, for 111 

each delivery class; 112 

(c) the monthly electric demands established by customers in the class compiled for 113 

the year, weather normalized as applicable, and with proper segmentation based 114 

upon voltage and ComEd provided transformation for each nonresidential 115 

delivery class, except the Watt-Hour Delivery Class; and 116 

(d) the number of each type of fixture in place each month compiled for the year for 117 

the Fixture-Included Lighting Delivery Class.   118 

With respect to embedded cost data, costs developed in the Embedded Cost of 119 

Service Study (“ECOSS”) (ComEd Exs. 10.1 and 10.1 TB) attached to and described in 120 

the direct testimony of ComEd witness Mr. Charles S. Tenorio (ComEd Ex. 10.0) are 121 

used as inputs in the spreadsheets in the Determination of Delivery Service Charges 122 

section.  In particular, the following costs are included: 123 

(a) a customer-related embedded cost amount for each delivery class; 124 

(b) a meter-related embedded cost amount for each delivery class, as applicable; 125 

(c) distribution-related embedded cost amounts, with proper segmentation based 126 

upon voltage and ComEd provided transformation, as applicable, for each 127 

delivery class; and 128 
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(d) an Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax-related embedded cost amount for each 129 

delivery class. 130 

Q. What rate design is reflected in the provisions in the Determination of Delivery 131 

Service Charges section? 132 

A. The rate design presented in the spreadsheets in the Determination of Delivery Service 133 

charges section is consistent with the 2010 Rate Case Order. In particular, the 134 

spreadsheets are consistent with the rate design spreadsheets that accompanied ComEd's 135 

tariff filing made in compliance with the 2010 Rate Case Order, and which were 136 

reviewed by the Commission Staff and ultimately deemed approved by the Commission. 137 

Q. Can you identify the noteworthy features incorporated into the rate design? 138 

Yes.  139 

(a) the spreadsheets employ a straight fixed variable (“SFV”) rate design for the four 140 

residential delivery classes and the Watt-Hour Delivery Class, as the Commission 141 

approved in the 2010 Rate Case Order; 142 

(b) the spreadsheets provide a computation to ensure the Standard Metering Service 143 

Charge is the same for all the residential delivery classes; 144 

(c) the spreadsheets allow for adjustments, as necessary, to maintain the levels of 145 

revenue responsibility assigned to the Extra Large Load Delivery Class, the High 146 

Voltage Delivery Class, and the Railroad Delivery Class resulting from the 2010 147 

Rate Case Order, which are 71.9%, 85.3%, an 85.1%, respectively, of Equal 148 

Percentage of Embedded Cost (“EPEC”); 149 
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(d) the spreadsheets correspondingly provide for an adjustment, as necessary, to 150 

provide for a ratable assignment of revenue responsibility to the Small Load 151 

Delivery Class, the Medium Load Delivery Class, the Large Load Delivery Class, 152 

and the Very Large Load Delivery Class that is attributable to, but not assigned to 153 

the Extra Large Load Delivery Class, the High Voltage Delivery Class, and the 154 

Railroad Delivery Class; 155 

(e) the spreadsheets provide for the assignment of revenue responsibility to be set at 156 

100% of EPEC for all the residential and lighting delivery classes and the Watt-157 

Hour Delivery Class; and 158 

(f) the spreadsheets allow for minor adjustments to individual charges to provide for 159 

the recovery of the entire revenue requirement with no over recovery while 160 

maintaining all the previously mentioned rate design attributes.  161 

D. Procedural and Administrative Provisions 162 

Q. Does Rate DSPP include procedural and administrative provisions? 163 

A. Yes.  Procedural and administrative provisions are addressed in the Applicability section 164 

(Original Sheet No. 417), Definitions section (Original Sheets No. 417 through Original 165 

Sheet No. 419), Application of Delivery Service Charges section (Original Sheets No. 166 

571 through Original Sheet No. 573), Informational Filings section (Original Sheets No. 167 

574 through Original Sheet No. 579), Annual Updates section (Original Sheets No. 580 168 

through Original Sheet No. 583), Tariff Changes section (Original Sheets No. 584 169 

through Original Sheet No. 586), and Miscellaneous General Provisions section (Original 170 

Sheet No. 587), of Rate DSPP.  171 
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Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Applicability section? 172 

A. The Applicability section notes that Rate DSPP is applicable to all retail customers.  173 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Definitions section? 174 

A. The Definitions section notes that, in general, terms used in the tariff are provided in the 175 

General Terms and Conditions of ComEd’s Schedule of Rates, and it provides the 176 

meanings for certain terms used in Rate DSPP.  177 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Application of Delivery Service Charges 178 

section? 179 

A. The provisions in the Application of Delivery Service Charges section address three 180 

points.  First, they provide for the base rate delivery service charges determined each year 181 

in accordance with the provisions of Rate DSPP to be applicable over a period of time 182 

that begins with the start of a January monthly billing period and extends through the end 183 

of the following December monthly billing period.  However, the provisions in this 184 

section properly note that the initial base rate delivery service charges determined in 185 

accordance with the provisions of Rate DSPP are to be applicable beginning not in 186 

January but on the initial effective date of the tariff and extending through the December 187 

2012 monthly billing period.  Second, the provisions identify situations in which the 188 

applicability of base rate delivery service charges determined in accordance with Rate 189 

DSPP will extend beyond a December monthly billing period without change.  Third, the 190 

provisions note that the base rate delivery service charges determined in accordance with 191 

the provisions of Rate DSPP are applied in accordance with the tariffs under which 192 

ComEd provides customers with electric service.  Those tariffs are Rate BES – Basic 193 
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Electric Service (“Rate BES”), Rate BESH – Basic Electric Service Hourly Pricing 194 

(“Rate BESH”), and Rate RDS – Retail Delivery Service (“Rate RDS”). 195 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Informational Filings section? 196 

A. The provisions in the Informational Filings section identify the timing associated with 197 

when ComEd must file with the Commission for informational purposes the updated base 198 

rate delivery service charges determined in accordance with the provisions of Rate DSPP.  199 

This section also includes provisions describing the documentation that must accompany 200 

the informational filings.  In addition, this section addresses the informational filings that 201 

ComEd must make in the event that the applicability of a set of base rate delivery service 202 

charges must extend beyond a December monthly billing period. 203 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Annual Updates section? 204 

A. The provisions in the Annual Updates section describe the information ComEd must 205 

provide each year by May 1 that are to be used to determine updated base rate delivery 206 

service charges.  This section also has provisions pertaining to a proceeding that may be 207 

initiated in response to the filing ComEd must make each year. 208 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Tariff Changes section? 209 

A. The provisions in the Tariff Changes section address situations in which revisions may be 210 

made to the actual tariff language included in Rate DSPP.  Specifically, this section 211 

addresses possible tariff revisions as a result of an Order (a) issued by the Commission 212 

under its authority as presented in Article IX of the Act, (b) with revenue neutral rate 213 

design changes issued by the Commission within one year after the initial effective date 214 
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of Rate DSPP in a rate design proceeding, (c) with revenue neutral rate design changes 215 

issued by the Commission after a proceeding that was initiated in response to revenue 216 

neutral tariff changes proposed by ComEd, or (d) with revenue neutral rate design 217 

changes issued by the Commission after a proceeding that was initiated after ComEd 218 

refiled the provisions of the Determination of Delivery Service Charges section of Rate 219 

DSPP without tariff changes. 220 

Q. What is the purpose of the provisions in the Miscellaneous General Provisions 221 

section? 222 

A. This section includes three provisions.  The first provision in this section clarifies that 223 

costs recovered by ComEd through other automatic adjustment tariffs are not recovered 224 

through the application of Rate DSPP.  The second provision clarifies that a cost is not 225 

allowed to be recovered through the application of Rate DSPP simply by virtue of the 226 

fact that it is listed in ComEd’s Federal Energy regulatory Commission (“FERC”) 227 

Form 1.  The final provision explains that Rate DSPP is part of ComEd’s Schedule of 228 

Rates and, as applicable, is subject to the General Terms and Conditions and other tariffs 229 

in that Schedule of Rates. 230 

III. Proposed Base Rate Delivery Service Charges  231 

Q. Has ComEd computed the base rate delivery service charges that would be 232 

determined in accordance with the provisions of Rate DSPP?  233 

A. Yes.  The computation of ComEd’s proposed base rate delivery service charges under 234 

Section 16-108.5 of the Act is presented in ComEd Ex. 9.2.  In the event HB 3036 235 
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becomes law, ComEd Ex. 9.2 TB presents the calculation of base rate delivery service 236 

charges under Section 16-108.5 of the Act as modified by HB 3036.   237 

Q. What information is presented in ComEd Ex. 9.2? 238 

A. ComEd Ex. 9.2 presents the spreadsheets provided in the Determination of Delivery 239 

Service Charges section of Rate DSPP.  These spreadsheets have been populated with the 240 

annual revenue requirement value presented and supported by Mr. Fruehe, inputs from 241 

the ECOSS presented and supported by Mr. Tenorio, and weather normalized billing 242 

determinant inputs for the year 2010 determined in accordance with the provisions of the 243 

Determination of Billing Determinants section.  The populated rate design spreadsheets 244 

also incorporate the rate design that is consistent with the 2010 Rate Case Order.  These 245 

populated rate design spreadsheets determine and show ComEd’s proposed base rate 246 

delivery service charges. 247 

Q. What information is presented in ComEd Ex. 9.2 TB? 248 

A. ComEd Ex. 9.2 TB presents the spreadsheets provided in the Determination of Delivery 249 

Service Charges section of Rate DSPP, using the same process described in the preceding 250 

answer, but instead applies the provisions of Section 16-108.5 of the Act as modified by 251 

HB 3036 to the calculation.   252 

IV. Conclusion 253 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 254 

A. Yes.  255 


